
OC Well Studio: Premier Acupuncture and Wellness Studio in Newport 
Beach 

After a certain point in life, stinging pain seems to emerge from various parts of the body. One 
feels like that is because of bad sleep, or it is some random acute pain. However, quite very 
often, that’s not the case. Most of the time, the deep underlying issues at ligament and bone 
alignment levels give rise to such pains. Since this kind of pain often comes and goes, you seem 
to neglect it. However, you shouldn’t be doing that. What you need to do is contact a reliable 
pain relief and wellness studio.  

OC Well Studio is one of the leading pain relief, wellness, and acupuncture Newport 
Beach studios. It specializes in providing individualized chiropractic, acupuncture, massage, and 
holistic health care services that are practically second to none. Its certified and highly trained 
practitioners focus on ultimate customer satisfaction through their distinguished skill 
sets. There is no reason for you to live with that stinging pain anymore when the absolute 
experts are at your service.  
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Let’s take a look at the services OC Well Studio offers. 

Dry Needling 

Dry needling is a quite famous physical treatment that focuses on alleviating musculoskeletal 
pain and enhancing mobility up to a great extent. It deals with recognizing the trigger points 
and using thin, sterile needles to poke them with pinpoint accuracy. This non-invasive 
treatment requires distinguished expertise, so certified professionals are advised to only get it 
done. At OC Well Studio, expert professionals at dry needling will help you gain freedom from 
the pain and attain greater mobility. It is potentially the best studio for dry needling in Orange 
County. 

Acupuncture 

OC Well Studio excels at combining ancient wisdom with the modern-day approach to offer 
exceptional acupuncture therapy to its clients. The professional experts at OC Well Studios are 
distinctively trained in providing the healing touch of acupuncture and Chinese medicine to 
allow its patients to experience holistic wellness. Acupuncture follows the basic principle of 
balancing the body’s energy system and treating the root cause of the ailment, which is why it 
is considered to be extremely successful in the wellness industry.  

Prenatal Chiropractic Therapy 

Dr. Tara Pierce at OC Well Studio is the best prenatal chiropractor in Newport Beach. OC Well 
Studio has successfully served numerous expectant mothers with comprehensive prenatal 
chiropractic therapies to ensure a smooth and healthy pregnancy. We understand how 
troubling it could be to experience numerous stings of pain out of nowhere, so we suggest you 
visit OC Well Studio as soon as possible. 

Visit https://www.ocwellstudio.com/ now. 
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